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Chapter 1

Introduction

Recommendation systems have evolved in recent years to support users in the discovery of new
items through the construction of profiles that represent their interests, and networks that connect
them to other users who share similar tastes. Many of these recommendation strategies rely on
the modeling of salient features that describe each item (e.g. the keywords for a document or the
genre of a CD) so that the items can be categorized, and the level of interest a user has can be
expressed in terms of these features. This knowledge is usually gathered over time, by monitoring
and logging various user interactions with the system (e.g. buying, browsing, bookmarking), as
well as explicit ratings by users. Amazon.com, for example, provides a recommendation service
that is based on collaborative filtering: if a user buys an item that has been bought by a number
of other users in combination with some other items, then those other items will be recommended
by Amazon.com to the user. These recommendations are entirely based on what goes on inside
the system (Amazon.com in this case), ignorant of any external knowledge about the items or the
users themselves.

Many different recommendation strategies have been proposed, exploiting a variety of different
data resources and information retrieval techniques. Research has continued with an aim to better
represent user’s interests as well as ways to express their similarity to other users. In this report,
a review and categorization of recommendation strategies is given, including collaborative filtering
and feature-based approaches, along with a discussion of their strengths and weaknesses. This
is followed by a discussion of hybrid recommendation strategies (i.e. those which combine two
or more different techniques) and how they can be used to improve the quality of recommenda-
tions. Two popular e-commerce sites (Amazon.com and last.fm) are reviewed, with a description of
the recommendation techniques they employ and the problems faced during their implementation.
Finally, directions for future research are discussed with an emphasis on exploiting the new op-
portunities arising through semantic web technology and the widespread use of community driven
websites.

2007 c© Copyright lies with the respective authors and their institutions
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Chapter 2

Recommendation Strategies

A variety of different techniques have been proposed to support the recommendation of new items
to users, and to predict the interest a particular user would have in a previously unrated item. These
fundamental techniques can be placed into one of two categories based on the information they
acquire about users and items, and the way in which user interests are modeled. Collaborative
filtering (Resnick et al., 1994) techniques work on the assumption that users who have similar rat-
ing habits also share the same preferences for items. This “people-to-people correlation” (Schafer
et al., 1999) is frequently used in e-commerce recommender systems (Breese et al., 1998) and
drives many of the popular e-commerce sites, such as Amazon.com and last.fm. Other recommen-
dation strategies have been developed by extending research from the field of information retrieval
(Belkin and Croft, 1992) and focus on the modeling of features that describe items and users, a cat-
egory of systems referred to in this report as feature-based recommendation. As these strategies
evolved, and their weaknesses were identified, hybrid recommender systems (Burke, 2002) arose
as a method for combining both types of approaches. In this section of the report, an overview
of collaborative filtering, feature-based recommendation, and hybrid recommendation strategies is
given, along with an discussion of their relative merits and weaknesses.

2.1 Collaborative Filtering

Collaborative recommendation is probably the most widely used and extensively studied technique
that is founded on one simple premise: if user U1 is interested in items I1, I2, and I3, and user U2

is interested in items I1, I2, I3, and I4, then it is likely that user U1 will also be interested in item
I4. In a collaborative filtering recommender system, the ratings a user assigns to items is used to
measure their commonality with other users who have also rated the same items. The degree of
interest for an unrated item can then be deduced for a particular user by examining the ratings of
their closet neighbors.

Collaborative filtering systems are often categorized in terms of the rating strategy employed
(Breese et al., 1998). In systems where users consciously rate items (often called explicit vot-
ing), their level of interest may be expressed using a discrete value. This could be binary (e.g. like
/ dislike, good / bad), or a within a range of values (e.g. between 1 and 10). In other cases, the
amount of preference for a particular item is derived by examining the user’s past behavior, such
as their purchasing or browsing history.

Typically, a collaborative filtering system use a vector space model to represent users, items, and
how users have rated items, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. The first collaborative filtering systems,
such as GroupLens (Resnick et al., 1994) and Ringo (Shardanand and Maes, 1995), used this
type of representation as a foundation for algorithms that predict the rating a user would give to a
previously unseen item.
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Figure 2.1: Collaborative filtering algorithms typically make use of user votes (or ratings) across a
set of items

2.1.1 Collaborative Filtering Algorithms

In general, the aim of collaborative filtering is to predict the rating a user would give to a previously
unrated item based on the ratings of other users. Given a set of ratings where ri,j denotes the
rating a user i has given to the item j, the mean rating (r̄i) for the user i is defined as follows:

r̄i =
1
|Ii|

∑
j∈Ii

ri,j (2.1)

where Ii is the set of items that user i has rated. The predicted rating for a user x (the active user)
is then defined as a weighted sum of the ratings of other users in the database:

px,j = r̄a + κ

n∑
i=1

w(x, i)(ri,j − r̄i) (2.2)

where n is the total number of users and κ is a normalization constant. The weight w(x, i) is used
to capture the similarity between users based on commonalities in their rating habits. One popular
way to calculate this weighting is to use the pearson correlation coefficient (Resnick et al., 1994),
the first statistical method defined explicitly for collaborative filtering. The Pearson correlation co-
efficient is defined as follows:

w(x, i) =

∑
j(rx,j − r̄x)(ri,j − r̄i)√∑

j(rx,j − r̄x)2
∑

j(ri,j − r̄i)2
(2.3)

With this similarity measure, users receive the highest weighting when compared to other users
who have rated the same items with the same values. This method has been used successfully
in many collaborative filtering systems (Goldberg et al., 1992; Hill et al., 1995; Shardanand and
Maes, 1995) and performs well in many domains.

Another common way to define a user similarity weighting is to adapt measures from the field of
information retrieval (Salton and McGill, 1986). If the ratings each user has applied to items in the
database is considered to be a vector, the similarity between user can be derived by calculating
the cosine of the angle formed by the two rating vectors:

w(x, i) =
∑

j

rx,j√∑
k∈Ix

r2
x,k

ri,j√∑
k∈Ii

r2
i,k

(2.4)

where the squared terms in the denominator are used to normalize ratings so that users who have
many ratings will not automatically receive high weightings.
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2.1.2 Evaluation of Collaborative Filtering Techniques

Collaborative filtering techniques work well for complex domains, such as movie and music recom-
mendation, because they focus on the similarities between users often provide good cross-genre
recommendations. For example, a collaborative filtering system for music recommendation can
identify that progressive rock listeners may also enjoy fusion jazz. A feature-based system (de-
scribed below in Section 2.2) could not find this kind of connection because the items (in this case
albums or artists) do not share common features (e.g. composers, performers, etc.). However, this
approach does not work well for users who have unique tastes and do find themselves in a clique
of other neighbors, so called “grey sheep” (Claypool et al., 1999).

A prominent problem associated with collaborative filtering systems arises when new items and
new users are added to the system - commonly referred to as the ramp-up problem (Konstan
et al., 1998). Since collaborative filtering algorithms rely on ratings to compare users, a new user
with no ratings will have a neutral profile. When new items are added to the system, they will not
be recommended until some users have rated them.

Another major factor affecting the success of collaborative filtering systems is the relative density
of user ratings to the number of items. Because collaborative filtering depends on the overlap in
ratings across users, they perform badly when ratings are sparse (i.e. few users have rated the
same items) because it is hard to find similar neighbors. Solutions to these problems have been
proposed (Foltz, 1990; Rosenstein and Lochbaum, 2000) using mathematical techniques such as
dimensionality reduction.

To summarize, collaborative filtering techniques are good at finding cross-genre recommendations
and do not require extensive domain knowledge modeling. Over time, the quality of recommen-
dations increases as more users are added to the system and the number of ratings increases.
However, the new item and new user ramp-up problem poses a significant handicap, particularly
for new users because little utility can be harnessed from the system until a significant amount of
ratings have been made.

2.2 Feature-Based Recommendation

Feature-Based recommendation refers to a category of recommender systems that evolved out of
information retrieval research. Rather than focusing on the correlation of ratings between users,
feature-based approaches attempt to model the attributes that define and categorize items so that
user interests can be modeled and the most relevant items matched.

2.2.1 Content-Based Recommendation

When considering a recommendation system that operates over a set of items (such as docu-
ments, books, or movies), each item can be described by a number of features. For example,
documents can be described by a set of keywords, or movies by their genre. This concept is
illustrated in Figure 2.2 where a matrix of users and their ratings of items is shown with an ad-
ditional space reserved to express the features the item. With this kind of meta data in place,
recommender systems can build profiles for each user that express their interests in terms of the
features associated with the items they rate most highly.

NewsWeeder (Lang, 1995) was developed in the mid 1990’s to provide a filtering system for articles
posted on Usenet (a distributed Internet discussion system), and is one of the first recommender
systems to employ a content-based approach. As the Internet was gaining momentum as a com-
munication platform, mechanisms to sift through the information overload became an important
research interest. The NewsWeeder Web interface provides a method for users to view articles
from particular topics. In addition to this conventional newsgroups interface, virtual newsgroups
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Figure 2.2: Content-Based algorithms use features of the items to generate user profiles that
express users preference in terms of item features.

are created for each user containing 50 recommended articles based on the preferences already
learned by the system. After reading an entry, a NewsWeeder user rates an article from 1 to 5 to
denote their interest in the document and the system records their ratings.

To automatically build a set of features that describe the content of articles posted on UseNet, a
text mining method called term frequency - inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) (Salton, 1988)
was used. TF-IDF is a statistical measure used to express how important terms are in document
with respect to the whole collection of documents (or corpus). The measure of importance for
term within a document increases proportionally to the number of times the term appears, but
is offset against the total number of times that term appears in the whole corpus. This means
that common words (such as “the”, “of”, and “to”) do not receive high importance because they
are used frequently in all documents, and less frequently used words have a higher degree of
importance. The rationale behind this approach is that less frequently used words that appear
often in a particular set of documents are likely to reflect a strong correlation in their content. For a
given document j, the weighting of a term t is defined as follows:

w(j, t) = tfj,t × log2
N

n
(2.5)

where tfj,t is the frequency of term t in Document j, N is the number of documents in the corpus,
and n is the number of documents where term t occurs at least once.

By using a TF-IDF approach, text from the UseNet articles is analyzed and used to create a vector
describing the salient terms in the article. As the user rates more articles, their profile is modified
to reflect the terms in the documents they rate highest. When a new document is added to the
system, a user’s profile can be compared to feature vector of the new article (using a method such
as the cosine correlation defined earlier in Equation 2.4) to predict their rating. This method of
comparison allows the NewsWeeder system to periodically build a list of the articles it believes to
be most interesting for each user.

2.2.2 Demographic-Based Recommendation

Demographic-Based recommendation techniques evolved as a way to direct users to the items
they are most likely to be interested in based on their personal attributes. By recording information
about the users, such as their age, gender, and location, recommendation strategies have been
developed to categorize users under the assumption that users who share demographic attributes
also share similar tastes. The Grundy system (Rich, 1998) is an book recommendation system
that illustrates the importance of demographic-based recommendation by proposing the following
scenario:

2007 c© Copyright lies with the respective authors and their institutions
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Figure 2.3: Demographic-Based algorithms use features of the users (e.g. demographic informa-
tion) to identify other users who share similar tastes.

Someone walks into a large library, tells the librarian that he is interested in China,
and asks for some books. What sort of books does the librarian recommend? That
depends. Is the person a small child who just saw a TV show about China and wants
to see more pictures of such an exotic place? Is the person a high school student
doing a term paper? Or maybe a prospective tourist? Or a scholar interested in
Eastern thought? Can the person read Chinese? The librarian needs to know these
things before he can point the reader to the right books. Some of what he needs
to know he’ll know before he even thinks about it, such as the approximate age of
the person. Some things he’ll assume until he has evidence to the contrary, such as
that the person does not read Chinese. To find out other things, he’ll ask a few specific
questions. Only after he has a rough model of the person he’s talking to can he answer
the question.

In terms of modeling these user features, vector space models can be expanded, as Figure 2.3 de-
picts, to include a demographic dimension. The Lifestyle Finder (Krulwich, 1997) is an example of
another demographic-based recommender system that is used to recommend a range of products
and service by surveying users according to demographic groups from marketing research.

2.2.3 Folksonomy-Based Recommendation

Traditional feature-based recommender systems often rely on pre-defined attributes specified by
the system architect, but these may not be sufficient or fully encapsulate the features that reflect
user interest. Therefore, folksonomies (Vander Wal, 2005), which are organic structures that arise
through collaborative tagging (Gruber, 2006), have been proposed (Szomszor et al., 2007) as a
method for capturing the perceptions users have of resources, and therefore provide a foundation
for the expression of users’ interests. The ITNG ’06 Submissions recommender system (Niwa
et al., 2006) investigated folksonomy based recommendation in the context of social bookmarking
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Figure 2.4: Tag Clusters from del.icio.us

to build a Web Page recommender system. Niwa et al cluster terms from the del.icio.us1 folkson-
omy so the affinity between a user and a particular tag can be calculated and used to express their
areas of interest. Figure 2.4 is an illustration of the terms associated with the java tag. Levels
A to E denote different levels of abstraction, highlighting the fact that different users with different
levels of expertise in a domain (such a programming in this case) use different terms to annotate
a resource.

2.2.4 Evaluation of Feature-Based Recommendation Techniques

Content-Based recommendation systems also suffer from the new user ramp-up problem because
they to must accumulate enough ratings for each user to generate an accurate profile that fully rep-
resents their areas of interest. However, new items are not subject to a ramp-up problem because
the features to describe can be automatically generated using techniques such as latent semantic
Indexing (Foltz, 1990), and text mining (van Meteren and van Someren, 2000). In cases where a
content-based approach is based on a set of pre-conceived features, the accuracy of recommen-
dations is proportional to quality of domain modeling: if the system designer does not choose to
capture the appropriate features of the items, they may not reflect the concepts that distinguish
users’ preferences. Folksonomy-Based recommendation has been proposed as a way to alleviate
this problem because the tags that describe items are created by users and therefore reflect their
perceptions. Clustering of the terms used in folksonomies has also revealed interesting hierarchies
that mirror the level of understanding a user has. For example, the tags used to describe a web
page about programming may be very general (e.g. java), or more specific (e.g. J2EE and EJB).
These levels of granularity reflect the level of understanding the user has, and therefore, provide a
good measure for the suitability of other articles.

Both content-based and collaborative filtering system must consider the compromise between sta-
bility and plasticity. Once the system has learned the preference of a particular user, it is hard to
unlearn them. Sometimes, important features about a users’ preferences change, such as becom-
ing a vegetarian, that would drastically effect the quality of recommendations made. Time-based
discounting of ratings (Billsus and Pazzani, 2000; Schwab et al., 2001) has been proposed as a
may to address this problem, but these method can loose information about long-term, but sporad-
ically exercised preferences.

1www.del.ici.us

2007 c© Copyright lies with the respective authors and their institutions
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2.3 Hybrid Recommendation

Collaborative filtering and content-based recommendation systems are not without their deficien-
cies. Since both strategies rely on ratings to build a user’s profile of interest, new users with no
ratings have neutral profiles and cannot receive personalized recommendations. When new items
are added to a collaborative filtering recommender system, they will not be recommended until
some users have rated them. Collaborative systems also depend on the overlap in ratings across
users and perform badly when ratings are sparse (i.e. few users have rated the same items)
because it is hard to find similar neighbors.

Hybrid recommender systems, i.e. those which make use of collaborative and feature-based ap-
proaches, have been developed to overcome some of these problems. For example, collaborative
recommender systems do not perform well with respect to items that have not been rated, but
content-based methods can be used to understand their relationship to other items through a set
of common attributes. Hence, a mixture of the two methods can be used to provide more robust
recommender systems.

The way in which a hybrid recommender system combines different recommendation strategies
can be used as a basis for their categorization and comparison (Burke, 2002). These categories
are:

• Weighted
A weighted approach describes a class of recommendation systems that sum the output
from two or more different recommendation techniques to produce a single prediction. The
P-Tango system (Claypool et al., 1999) is an example of a weighted hybrid recommender
system where collaborative filtering and content-based recommendations are given equal
weighting. Pazzani (Pazzani, 1999) also proposes a weighted hybrid system making use of
collaborative filtering, content-based, and demographic-based recommendation. The output
from each strategy is used as a vote for the final prediction based on the confidence behind
the rating.

• Switching
A recommender system can choose to use one particular recommendation technique over
another given the current state of the system. For example, the DailyLearner system (Paz-
zani and Billsus, 2000) attempts content-based recommendation first. If few recommenda-
tions are found, a collaborative filtering algorithm is used.

• Mixed
The output from multiple recommendation strategies may be presented to the user simulta-
neously. The Personalized TV recommender system (PTV) (Smyth and Cotter, 2000) uses
content-based and collaborative filtering techniques to construct a personalized television
viewing timetable. ProfBuilding (Wasfi, 1999) and Pick A Flick (Burke et al., 1997) are also
examples of a mixed hybrid recommender system.

• Cascade
Different recommendation strategies can be combined by taking a set of candidate recom-
mendations from one algorithm and passing them to as input to another for further refine-
ment. The EntreeC system (Burke, 2002) is an example of such a system where the output
from a feature-based algorithm passed as input to a collaborative filtering algorithm.

• Feature Augmentation
Some recommendation systems produce an output that provides additional information about
a particular item. For example, Amazon.com produce a list of related authors and related
titles for a given book. These additional features can then be used as input to another recom-
mendation algorithm. The Libra system (Mooney and Roy, 2000) and GroupLens (Sarwar
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et al., 1998) have both used this technique to enhance collaborative filtering recommenda-
tion.

• Meta-Level
Another way to combine two recommendation strategies is to use the model generated by
one technique as the input to another. While similar to the feature augmentation method
described above, meta-level combination uses the entire model produced and not just the
additional features it generates. For example, a content-based technique will usually create
a user profile that lists the terms or features that a user is most interested in. This profile can
then be passed as input to a collaborative filtering algorithm to find other users who share
similar interests, an approach first used by the Fab system (Balabanovic and Shoham, 1997)
to recommend online articles.

It is often the case that hybrid recommendation systems also make use of some inferencing tech-
nology to aid in the recommendation process (Middleton et al., 2004; Towle and Quinn, 2000). For
example, the EntreeC system provides recommendations for restaurants according to a set of pref-
erences expressed by the user. If they specify a desire for a restaurant in a romantic location, this
preference would expanded to a set of requirements such as a quite location, intimate atmosphere,
and good views.

2.3.1 Evaluation of Hybrid Recommendation Techniques

While a weighted hybridization is straight forward to implement, it makes a simplifying assumption
that the output from each technique is given equal credence. Since collaborative filtering systems
are sensitive to the amount of user ratings and the density of user ratings to items, it will not always
produce predictions with equal confidence to that of another approach. A switching based combi-
nation of recommendation techniques can overcome this problem because the most appropriate
method is used in any given context. However, switching is difficult to implement because complex
parameters must be analyzed in order to choose the most appropriate recommendation strategy.

A mixed hybridization is good when many different predictions are required, such as the PTV
system, where an entire television viewing schedule must be produced. In this context, a rec-
ommender system must cater for situations where conflicting suggestions are generated for a
particular time. A cascading method can be more computationally efficient than a weighted ap-
proach because each recommendation algorithm does not need to be run over a full set of users
and items. This is an important consideration for a recommender system that operates over a very
large set of users and items.

In situations where different recommender systems are integrated, a feature augmentation ap-
proach is often the most practical, particularly in scenarios where the inner working of one system
are not known and cannot be adjusted. Like the cascading method, metal-level hybridization pro-
vides a good way to improve the computational efficiency of collaborative filtering methods because
rather than trying to reason on the ratings of all users and all items, user similarity can be computed
by comparing the user profile generated by a feature-based approach.

Whenever inferencing mechanisms are introduced, for example through knowledge based ap-
proaches, additional and often expensive domain modeling is required. However, this additional
cost does give a high reward with respect to the quality of recommendations and can reduce the
amount of previous rating behavior required to build user profiles.

2007 c© Copyright lies with the respective authors and their institutions
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Chapter 3

Recommender Systems

Prior to the advent of the internet, and its subsequent success as a market place to trade goods
and services, the variety of products made available to users was limited by physical constraints:
the number of items offered to shoppers was dictated by the size of a shop or the volume of a
product catalog. As the internet matured and connectivity became more widespread, it was quickly
realized that virtual shops could provide consumers with a larger range of products. Even though
the largest book store may hold around 200,000 items, an online book store can exceed this limit
easily, potentially supplying millions of titles. As the range of products made available increases,
so to does the amount of information presented to consumers, requiring more ingenious ways to
point customers to the products they desire.

Recommendation strategies, such as collaborative filtering, have proven themselves to be a good
solution to the problem of information overload, supporting customers in the location of products
and the discovery of new content while also considering their own personal requirements. How-
ever, deployment of such technologies in the real world reveals other problems that effect their
feasibility, such as the stability of the system, computational complexity, and privacy of data. In this
section of the report, an overview of two popular online recommendation systems is given; one
that provides customers with a method of finding books, and another for the recommendation and
delivery of music content.

3.1 Amazon.com

Amazon.com were one of the first companies to sell products over the internet, supplying much
of the momentum that drove the dot-com boom in the late 1990s. As their product catalog grew
and the range of items offered became more diverse, new tools and techniques were developed to
help customers find the products they want. By using recommendation algorithms, Amazon.com
create personalized shopping interfaces for each customer based on their past buying behavior
and the buying behavior of other customers. One key feature of this interface is the ability to
take a product a customer is interested in purchasing and recommend similar products to them.
Figure 3.1 provides an example of this feature where the book War and Peace is shown along
with a selection of related books (Crime and Punishment, Anna Karenina, The Count of Monte
Cristo, etc). This recommendation is generated by listing the products that previous customers
have bought in conjunction with War and Peace, a technique referred to my Amazon.com as item-
to-item collaborative filtering.

While traditional collaborative filtering techniques compute a product-to-product similarity matrix
by iterating through all item pairs, this technique is not practical for Amazon.com because many
items do not have common customers. Instead, the customer centric algorithm (Linden et al.,
2003) listed in Figure 3.2 is used. To compute the similarity between two items, a cosine measure
is used across each item vector, where the item vector contains a list of other products that have
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Figure 3.1: The Amazon Similar products interface

been purchased by customers at the same time. Given that the Amazon catalog holds several
million items, and the number of Amazon customers is in the region of 29 million, calculating item-
to-item similarity is an expensive and time consuming process. However, this process can be
performed offline (for example overnight): the algorithm’s online component (i.e. looking up similar
items) runs efficiently in real-time and scales independently of the catalog size or the total number
of customers.

With this recommendation technique, customer purchasing history is used as input to the recom-
mendation algorithm, but it is hidden from other users. Therefore, the recommendation system
benefits from understanding the relationship between different customers buying habits while re-
taining a level of privacy from the customer’s perspective.

Figure 3.2: The algorithm used by Amazon to calculate item-item distance.

2007 c© Copyright lies with the respective authors and their institutions
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3.2 Last.fm

Last.fm is an internet radio station and music recommendation system headlined with the slogan
the social music revolution. By building up a profile of musical interest for each user by recording
the tracks they have listened to, either through the Last.fm radio player or from their own music
collection (using plugins from the Audioscrobbler1 project), users can be connected to their musical
neighbors - people who share similar music tastes. For example, Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 show
the top 10 artists for two users (denoted as User A and User B) and the number of times tracks
by each artist have been played. In this example, User A and User B share many of the same
favorite artists (namely The Beatles, The Rolling Stones, Tho Who, and The Kinks). By using
a collaborative filtering algorithm, Last.fm can exploit this relationship between users to provide
recommendations for new artists by examining the top artists of a user’s musical neighbors.

Figure 3.3: Last.fm Top Artists for User A

Figure 3.4: Last.fm Top Artists for User B

Like Amazon.com, last.fm face a problem of computational feasibility when implementing a collab-
orative filtering algorithm: it is not practical to calculate a user’s neighbors in real-time. Instead, the
collaborative filtering algorithm is run offline on a weekly basis and the results are cached for the
upcoming week. In terms of privacy, last.fm is an open system: the listening habits of users are
exposed for other users to view freely. However, much of the success of last.fm has been attributed
to fact that users can browse the profiles of the neighbors manually to see what they listen to.

1audioscrobbler.net
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Figure 3.5: Last.fm Top Tags

In August 2005, Last.fm added tagging support, enabling users to label artists, albums, and tracks,
to create a site-wide folksonomy of music. Figure 3.5 contains a subsection of the tag cloud of
popular tags used in the Last.fm system. Tags can be used to browse artists, tracks, and albums,
but it is also used to drive the tag-radio station. Tag-radio allows listeners to specify tags of interest
which the Last.fm system uses to pick the next songs to play them.
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Chapter 4

Conclusions

This report has demonstrated that recommender systems employ a variety of different techniques
to provide users with personalized recommendations. Collaborative filtering and feature-based
methods both provide successful mechanisms to deliver new content and assist users in the dis-
covery of resources they will find the most interesting. Hybrid recommender systems that combine
both these approaches have furthered the development of recommendation strategies and pro-
vided ways to over come the problems of computational feasibility associated with collaborative
filtering algorithms and the weaknesses that occur when new items and new users are added to
the system.

Through this investigation, it is apparent that most recommender systems are limited to operating
over the information they have collected. For example, Amazon.com only considers the buying
behavior of its own customers even though other resources, such as Wikipedia1, provide extensive
information on authors, book titles, and how they are related. With the new levels of data interop-
erability offered by semantic web technology, and the free exchange of data associated with Web
2.0 sites such as last.fm, new opportunities have arisen to extend the personalization of recom-
mendations through the collection of data about items and individuals from multiple resources.

In the future, traditional information resources, such as database, could be collected and used
in conjunction with other data structures, such as folksonomies, to investigate how the two can
coexists and be used to better understand both the items, and how users perceive them. With
this kind of data, it will also be possible to research the correlation in user tastes across different
domains. For example, music interests may be useful when recommending movies to customers,
and viceversa.

1www.wikipedia.org
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